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Several years ago cartoonistBerkeBreathecidrew a strip called"Bloom County."
It was aslightlyoff-center versionof ourworld populatedby Bjnkley(who had a closet
of anxieties),Opus the penguin, and OlivesWendell Jones the boy genius. When
Cambridge University physicistStephen Kawking's book, A BriefHistory of Time.
appeared the citizens of Bloom County had a comment or two. Hawking wanted to get
to the "grand unification theory" •*• which explained the origin of the universe and
everything in it —: so, did young OliverWendell Jones.

The strip showed Olivercomingto 'iie conclusion of his research; with Opus the
penguin observing, ice cream cone in hand. As Oliver declared the goal achieved, an
explanation for everything~ except flightless waterfowl--Opus disappeared, leaving
hisice cream cone behind. Our little scientist then discovers he's forgotten to carry a
two and"pop" - Opus is with us again, protesting "Cut that out!"

Why should Bloom County concern us thismorning? Because Hawking and
otherpractitioners of the "hew physics" are tryingto do to God what Oliver did to
Opus. Their theories fit everyone, save aGod; sohecan't possibly exist except as some
point of comfort for the less enlightened. 1would counter,however, that God has anew
physics of his own and it is all inclusive.

Before welook atGod's new physics weneed toexplore some ofwhat isgoing
on in theworld of physics. When Sir Isaac Newton advanced histheory of gravity and
lawsof motionbackin the seventeenth century, he setthe stage for the development of
'pure science/ His Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematics was the result of
objective observation and calculation. Though he wasapious man, NewtonsawGod
asa dispassionate initiator of a great clockwork of laws, principles, causes andeffects.
Separated, as it were, by the great glass ofobjectivity, the scientist could observe the
world as an engineer would amachine. The tragedy is that this objectivity which was
to place humanityatthecenter of things actually served to reduce it to one morecog in
the machine!

Over the lasthundred years or so, therehasbeen a gradual move away fromthis
essentially naivepositivism/physicalism. Scientists are discovering that"seeing is
believing" isnolonger thecase and that even objectivity isnotreally possible, as Walter










